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PREFACE
This publication reports some preliminary findings of a broad research

project covering the development of improved methods, equipment, and
facilities for handling rice at commercial dryers, for drying green rice,

and for the aeration of green rice, partially dried rice between passes

through the dryer, and dried rice in storage.

This report discusses a phase of engineering research in commercial
rice dryers which has received little attention in the past, namely, methods
and equipment for receiving rice from trucks at commercial dryers.

Practices common during the test period were studied, and the data were
analyzed for use in developing improved methods that will reduce labor

requirements, increase equipment utilization, and speed up the rate at

which rice can be received.

The work was conducted under the general supervision of Leo E.
Holman, supervisory project leader. Owners of rice dryers made their

facilities available for the studies.

This research was conducted in cooperation with the Texas Agricultural

Experiment Station.
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SUMMARY
During rice harvest, dryer operators and farm-

ers want to unload rice trucks at the dryer as

quickly as possible. Any delay in unloading,

sampling, weighing, and moving the rice to bins

can cause a line of loaded trucks to form at the

dryer.

Methods used in receiving rice were studied and

recommendations for improving methods and

equipment were developed. Four methods of un-

loading trucks were studied: (1) Self-dumping,

(2) hook hoisting, (3) cradle hoisting, and (4)

hydraulic hoisting.

The following are the computed costs per truck-

load for receiving an annual volume of 2,000

truckloads of rice by the four methods

:

Method
Cost per
truckload

Self-dumping $1. 76

Hook hoisting 1. 85

Cradle hoisting 1. 87

Hydraulic hoisting 2.32

The difference- in the cost of the methods was

mainly due to differences in the requirements and

costs of the handling equipment used in receiving

rice. Most of the bucket elevators used for receiv-

ing legs in dryers studied were 11 inches by 7

inches. These required 7 minutes to remove an

average load of 14,000 pounds of rice from the pit

regardless of the method of unloading used. The
labor required in receiving a truck of rice can be

performed in much less than 7 minutes. For ex-

ample, the scaleman and pitman were idle from

40 to 60 percent of the time, and a good share of

this idle, time was spent in waiting for the pit to

empty.

An improved method utilizing a 14- by 7-inch

receiving leg, 16-ineh-diameter conveyors, and

other handling equipment, was developed to speed

up the movement of rice from the pit. The com-

puted cost per truckload for receiving an annual

volume of 2,000 truckloads of rice by the four

methods were then as follows

:

Method
Cost per
truckload

Self-dumping $1.64

Hook hoisting 1.77

Cradle hoisting 1. 81

Hydraulic hoisting 2.28

While the savings per truck were only 4 to 12

cents over the methods observed, the possible rate

of receiving increased 38 percent for the hydraulic

hoisting method and 134 percent for the self-

dumping method. The self-dumping method was

the least expensive of the four methods studied,

and the hydraulic hoisting method was the most,

expensive. However, the hydraulic hoisting

method was the most versatile since all types and

lengths of carriers could be unloaded in less time.

Speeding up the receiving rate allows a dryer

operator to receive rice with a minimum of waste

time with a corresponding saving in labor cost.

He can shorten the lines of trucks waiting to un-

load and thus create customer goodwill. If it is

necessary to add larger receiving legs and con-

veyors, the ownership and operating costs for

equipment will increase somewhat. However, la-

bor costs will be reduced sufficiently to provide

a saving in overall receiving costs.
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PURPOSE OF STUDY
The amount of rice grown in the United States

increased considerably between 1950 and 1960.

Improvements in harvesting methods and equip-

ment not only kept pace with this increase, but

shortened the harvest season. As a consequence,

trucks used to transport rice from field to dryer

increased in number and size in the same relatively

short period of time. The rice dryers, built to

dry and handle a given volume of rice, could not

change quite as rapidly. Any appreciable increase

in the volume received necessitated an expensive

modification in the drying and handling facilities.

To avoid unnecessary expense, dryer operators be-

came increasingly interested in improved methods

and equipment for handling rice.

The purpose of this research was to determine

what methods and equipment operators of com-
mercial dryers could use to increase labor and
equipment utilization and thereby reduce handling

costs. This report is the first on this research.

HOW STUDY WAS MADE
Commercial rice drying concerns in Texas,

Louisiana, and Arkansas were visited so that a

basis of equipment and methods to be studied

could be formulated. Particular kinds of equip-

ment and methods were studied at each dryer

visited. Lists were made of equipment and
methods used for doing various parts of

the receiving operation. During subsequent har-

vest seasons motion and time studies were made in

selected dryers in the three States. In conjunction

with the time studies, equipment speeds, distances

rice moved within the plant, weight of rice re-

ceived, and numerous other data were observed

and recorded. These data were analyzed and the

basic time was determined for doing specific jobs

when using di tFerent methods and equipment. The
basic time shown in the various tables in this

report represents the average time compiled from
a number of studies made at several dryers.

BASIS OF LABOR AND EQUIPMENT
REQUIREMENTS AND COSTS

Labor costs are based on the productive time

required to perform the receiving operation, plus

the wait time inherent in the method. 1 All pro-

ductive time includes allowances for fatigue and
personal needs (table 5, Appendix).

Wage rates assumed for these studies were $1.10

an hour for unskilled labor and $1.60 an hour for

skilled labor. Both the pitman and galleryman

were unskilled and had very little responsibility.

The scaleman's job required some degree of skill

and carried considerable responsibility.

Equipment costs were obtained from dealers,

equipment manufacturers, cooperating dryer-

1 Certain terms which may be unfamiliar to some read-

ers, and tonus used in a special sense are denned in the

Appendix (page 20).
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operators, and equipment manufacturers' catalogs.

These costs are grouped under two main cate-

gories: (1) Ownership and (2) operational

(table 13, Appendix).

Ownership costs include depreciation, taxes, in-

terest, and insurance—all considered as fixed costs

and computed on an annual basis. Interest was

computed at 5V£ percent on the average

investment.

Operational costs include power and mainte-

nance costs. Maintenance is figured at 1 percent of

original investment, except as noted.

DRYER CAPACITY AND CREW SIZE

Studies were made at dryers ranging in storage

capacity from 75,000 barrels to 200,000 barrels.

These dryers varied in arrangement, but regard-

less of storage capacity, most of the dryers had

the same basic receiving layout and utilized the

same size of crew.

Each crew consisted of a scaleman, pitman, and

galleryman, who were employed by the drying

firm, and a truckdriver. The driver was either

a farm laborer or a contract hauler employed by

the owner of the rice combine or the truck.

The scaleman and pitman performed most of

the work in receiving rice, but the truckdriver

materially affected the overall receiving cycle.

For example, in the hook hoisting and self-dump-

ing methods, he performed work other than driv-

ing the truck. Since he was not employed by the

dryer operator, his time was excluded in comput-

ing costs.

The galleryman had divided duties. Only a

small part, of his time was required to set con-

veyor spouts or gates in the gallery; the rest of

the time he assisted the foreman in charge of dry-

ing operations. Both the remote-controlled,

cable-operated gates for screw conveyors and the

remote-controlled, electrically operated trippers

for belt conveyors required less time to set than

gates set manually ; these remote-controlled gates

and trippers required no gallery labor. Since

very few dryers had either of these installations,

the screw conveyor gate that was set manually by

a galleryman was used in computing costs in this

report.

METHODS AND EQUIPMENT OBSERVED IN DRYERS
Rice, like other agricultural products, is

handled several times and in different ways be-

fore it reaches the consumer. "Receiving" rice

when it arrives at the dryer from the field is one

of the most important phases of the handling

process. Farm trucks are most commonly used

for hauling rice to the dryer (fig. 1). For this

reason, discussions in this report are limited to

the receiving of rice from farm trucks. Semi-

trailers (fig. 2), however, were being used at an

increasing rate in 1960.

Four methods of unloading or dumping farm
trucks were studied : (1) Self-dumping of trucks;

(2) raising front end of the truck bed by hook
hoist; (3) raising entire front end of the truck

with a cradle hoist; and (4) raising one end of

a platform under the truck by hydraulic hoist.

In this report each of the four methods of un-

loading trucks is used to designate an overall

method of receiving. For example, in the cradle

hoisting method a cradle hoist is used to unload

the trucks.

In the receiving cycle at a dryer, four standard

operations are performed from the time the front

wheels of the truck contact the dump pit entrance

until the rear wheels clear the pit exit. These

operations are (1) setup, (2) weigh, (3) unload

or dump, and (4) sample. Time values are estab-

lished for each operation. The appropriate time

values for each operation are then applied to each

of the four methods of receiving for determining

comparative labor costs.

All of the dryers studied performed the same

basic operations, but each dryer had certain varia-

tions in plant layout, in equipment used, or in the

way the men did their jobs. The specific way the

work was performed varied because several kinds

of interchangeable equipment and methods were

used.

In addition, some dryers dumped one load of

rice into the pit on top of another of the same

variety. This commingling of loads made it pos-

sible for the dryer to receive considerably more

rice during a day. When rice was commingled,

however, sampling required more time because the

rice was sampled more carefully.
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BN-14180-X

Figure 1.—Farm trucks are often used to transport green

rice from field to dryer.

METHODS
Self-Dumping Method

Self-dumping of trucks (fig. 3) is the simplest

of the four methods studied for unloading rice

from the standpoint of the dryer operator. He
needs no hoists nor any sweeping of truck beds

in most instances. With the dump pit and scale

adjacent, one man in addition to the truckdriver

can handle both the weighing and dumping opera-

tions. However, self-dump trucks are not gen-

erally used to haul rice to dryers.

Hook Hoisting Method

Unloading trucks by raising the front of the

truck bed with hook hoists takes slightly more time
than unloading from self-dumping trucks (fig. 4).

The cost of adapting a farm truck for a hook hoist

is much less, however, than the additional cost

BN-1417G-X

Figure 3.—With a self-dumping truck, the truckdriver

and one other man can weigh and unload a truckload

of rice.

of installing the type of hydraulic lift equipment

used on a self-clumping truck, and the hook hoist

can be used by truck owners who only occasionally

haul rice to the dryers. This method of unload-

ing puts less strain on the truck than other lift

methods, eliminates the difficulty in starting the

engine after the truck has been hoisted, and speeds

up the. unloading rate. Two men are needed for

the weighing and clumping operations even if the

dump pit and scale are adjacent.

BN-14179-X

Figure 2.—Use of semitrailer to transport green rice from
field to dryer is increasing.

613385 O—61 2

BN-14175-X

Figure 4.—With the hook hoist method of raising hinged

truck beds, hooks are attached to eyelets in front end
of truck bed and bed is lifted.
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BN-14173-X

Figure 5.—Front wheels of the truck are positioned in the

cradle hoist, and the front end of the truck is lifted.

Cradle Hoisting Method

The cradle hoisting method (fig. 5) was slower

than the two methods discussed above. Although

this method was commonly used in the rice in-

dustry, it had several undesirable features. Both

the truck frames and the motor mounts were

subjected to undue strains, and truck engines often

were hard to start after having been hoisted. On
rare occasions, trucks hoisted by this method have

been dropped.

Hydraulic Hoisting Method

Unloading trucks with a hydraulically operated

platform (fig. 6) required the longest time of the

four methods studied. The main advantage of

this method was that all sizes of trucks used could

be unloaded at about the same rate of time. How-
ever, the undesirable features of the cradle hoist-

ing method also were prevalent in this method.

EQUIPMENT FOR TRUCKS AND
DRYERS

Tailgates on Trucks

A number of different types of tailgates were

used on farm trucks hauling rice to dryers. The
three most often used during the study were the

lever latch gate, the peg latch gate, and the fold-

ing gate. Although the dryer operator has no

direct control over the type of tailgate used on

farm trucks, he might be able to influence the

truck owner to use a preferred type.

Lever latch tailgate.—The lever latch gate

(fig. 7) usually is hinged at the top and is opened

by releasing a lever latch. When the latch is re-

leased, the gate swings out at the bottom and al-

lows the rice to flow out as the front of the truck

bed is elevated. The time required to open and

close this type of tailgate was 0.43 minute, and

the cost was less than one-half that of the peg

latch or folding gate.

Peg latch tailgate.—The peg latch gate (fig.

8) is similar to the lever latch gate except that

pegs are used instead of a lever to fasten the gate.

Pegs are held in brackets on the end of the truck

bed, and the tailgate rests against these pegs.

These must be removed before the gate can be

opened. Removal of the pegs may take consider-

BN-14174-X

Figure 6.—Some dryers use a hydraulic hoist platform

which raises the truck to unload the rice.

BN 14170-X

Figure 7.—Lever latch tailgate opens across entire width

of truck bed when lever is released.
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BN 14172-X

Figure 8.—When pegs are removed, peg latch tailgate

opens across entire width of truck bed.

able time if they are securely wedged in the

brackets. The time required to open and close

this type of tailgate was 0.98 minute.

Folding tailgate.—Folding tailgates (fig. 9)

are hinged lengthwise in the middle and the ends

are inserted between brackets attached to the side

walls of the truck. When the gate is in place, a

lever at the hinged portion of the gate holds the

hinged section rigid. To remove the gate, the

lever is released allowing the gate to fold outward
at the hinged section. The folded gate is put

aside until the rice is unloaded from the truck and

then replaced in the brackets and secured. The
time required to open and close this type of tail-

gate was 0.92 minute.

Platform Scales

Three types of platform scales were used for

weighing trucks of rice. The weighing capacity

of each of these scales usually is 100,000 pounds.

The automatic scale with view plate and a stand-

ard 50-foot platform was used for cost compari-

sons.

Automatic scales with dials (fig. 10) usually

have a printing mechanism that stamps the weight

on the inserted ticket, These scales usually are

graduated in 20,000-pound ranges, are easy to op-

erate, and eliminate much of the human error in

recording weights. The dial is easily read by cus-

tomers.

Scales with view plates (fig. 11) balance auto-

matically when unlocked, but the scaleman must

read and record the weight, This scale can be

adjusted for different ranges of weights by sliding

a weight along the beam. The automatic balanc-

ing scale with the view plate is simple to operate

and is faster than the automatic balancing scale

with dial. The main disadvantages are that it

requires manual recording of weights, and the view

plate cannot be read from a distance.

Calibrated beam scales (fig. 12) operate much
slower than the automatic balancing scales. A
weight is moved manually along the beam until

the beam is balanced. Attachments are available

to speed up the balancing. Beam scales usually

are equipped with hand-operated printing mecha-

nisms which print the weight on the ticket when

BN-14171-X

Figure 9.—A folding tailgate has a hinged board, which
folds out and is removed so that rice can be unloaded.

B.N-14177-X

Figure 10.—Automatic scale with dial is easy to operate

and lessens human error by recording weight on ticket.
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. mm
BN-14178-X

Figure 11.—Automatic scale with view plate is faster

than one with dial, but scaleman must read and record

the weight.

the beam is in balance. The main advantages are

that they are less expensive and eliminate the

human error in recording weights.

Conveyors

Gates and trippers for gallery conveyors.—
Belt and screw7 conveyors were the two types of

horizontal conveyors used almost exclusively in

rice dryers. Gates or spouts were used on screw

conveyors and trippers on belt conveyors to divert

rice to the desired bin.

Gates controlled by cables from the scale house

(fig. 13) were the fastest means of closing and

opening gates on screw conveyors to divert rice to

Xj*L^
BN-14182-X

Figure 13.—Gallery screw conveyor gates can be operated

from the scale house by this cable control arrangement.

the desired bin. A system of lights can be installed

to indicate when rice is flowing into a bin and

when the bin is full. The time required to operate

a cable control for closing and opening gates was

0.25 minute. With this remote control a gallery-

man was not required, although some dryer oper-

ators used one as a safety measure.

The remote-controlled belt trippers (fig. 14)

operate more slowly than gates on screw conveyors

controlled by cable. Limit switches position the

tripper, and a system of lights indicate its posi-

tion and whether rice is flowing. No galleryman

is required. Time required to operate the remote-

controlled tripper was 0.77 minute. The cost of

operating the cable-controlled gates was less than

BN-14181-X

Figure 12.—Calibrated beam scale manually balanced is

less expensive than the automatic scales, but it operates

much more slowly.

BN-14183-X

Figure 14.—A motor-driven belt tripper can be wired for

remote control if desired.
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one-third the cost of operating the belt tripper.

The slowest method of setting the tripper or

gate was by manual control. With this method
the galleryman received instructions from the

scaleman. The galleryman then walked to the

proper gate or tripper, set it, returned to a certain

position, and notified the scaleman that the proper

setting had been made. This method required

considerably more time than either of the remote-

control methods.

While gates or trippers were being set, no rice

was being removed from the pit. Any time saved

in the gallery could be utilized by the galleryman
in performing other operations in the dryer.

The possible saving in time after converting

manually controlled gates to cable-controlled gates

would be approximately 1 minute per setting.

This means that about 15 more truckloads of rice,

about 20,000 more pounds, could be received during
a 10-hour day.

Installation costs of either the cable-controlled

gates or the remote-controlled belt tripper depend
upon the individual dryer layout, Either of these

two methods is adaptable to most dryers.

Receiving leg.—Most rice dryers had one bucket
elevator, designated as the "receiving leg," which
was about 11 inches by 7 inches. The rated capac-
ity of bucket elevators was almost always in ex-

cess of the amount actually handled at rice dryers.

Probably the main cause of light loading was
fear of a "chokedown," that is, stalling of the
motor on the elevator leg because of overloading.
An ammeter added to the motor circuit for the re-

ceiving leg shows the operator the degree of load-
ing and usually results in fewer chokedowns. Pit
or gallery conveyors that were too small also

caused light loading. Lagging the head pulley
and keeping the discharge baffle on the throat of
the down leg in good condition and properly ad-
justed eliminates much of the trouble from the
receiving leg.

Pit and Scale Layout

This section discusses the most common varia-

tions in pit and scale layouts and the one chosen
for comparing costs.

Two layouts were used in the dryers studied:

Separated scale and pit or adjacent scale and
pit. Each layout had characteristic operations

which were not performed with the other layout.

There was considerable leeway in the placement of

equipment with either layout, Since equipment

placement determines work assignments to a great

degree, it was difficult to compare the two layouts

directly.

Separated scale and pit.—Where the scale and
pit were separated the pit was located beside the

drying and storage plant and the scale at the

plant office, Such a layout was found at some
locations in the rice growing areas. It had ad-

vantages over the adjacent pit and scale layout

if the plant had more than one pit or if the rice

was commingled. The disadvantages were that it

required more labor, and the overall receiving cycle

was lengthened because of additional elements of

work that had to be performed in the separate

weighing operations.

Adjacent scale and pit.—With a combined or

adjacent scale and pit, the scale platform was
located just in front of the pit, and all receiving

operations were performed at one location. With
the proper placement of equipment, this layout

required the least labor and permitted the scale-

man to control the entire receiving cycle. This
was the most common layout and was used for

comparison purposes in this report. With this

layout, the scaleman may operate in an enclosed

or unenclosed area.

An enclosed area (fig. 15) protects the scaleman

from the rice dust. A glass partition on the side

facing the scale platform makes it easier for the

scaleman to see the dumping operation. An un-

BN-14184-X

Figure 15.—Wall enclosing weighing area protects scale-

man from dust.
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enclosed area (fig. 16) has no wall or partitions

between the weighing area and the pit to protect

the operator. Although this type was not un-

common in the rice industry, it is inadequate;

The location of the hoist controls varied at each

dryer. With a completely enclosed scale house,

they usually were located inside for the scale-

man to operate. This allowed the pitman some
leeway in escaping the dust as the rice was
dumped. Dust conditions were fairly severe at

times, and dust from some varieties of rice is very

irritating to the skin.

Dump Pits

Size of the dump pit should be correlated with

the methods used in the receiving cycle and with

the load size. For example, in Arkansas, pits

were built to hold from 250 to 300 barrels of rice

because one load of rice was dumped on top of

another of the same variety. Also, complete trac-

tor-trailer loads were dumped in pits of this size.

In the Texas and Louisiana area, where the iden-

tity of the rice was preserved, pits normally ranged
in capacity from 90 to 120 barrels. These pits

were adequate to hold a farm-truck load but not a

semitrailer load. Semitrailers, however, were
most often unloaded by dragboard (fig. 17), which
required from 15 to 20 minutes, and therefore the

pit was adequate. When the front end of the

trailer was hoisted, workers had to wait because

the pit filled rapidly and the trailer was raised

only a few degrees at a time.

Any improvement in the overall receiving cycle

must begin with the equipment used to remove

BN-14185-X

Figttbe 16.—Scaleman in unenclosed weighing area is not

protected from dust when trucks unload.

BN-14186-X

Figube 17.—Semitrailers can be unloaded with a

dragboard.

rice from the pit. Nothing is gained by improving

other operations if time is spent waiting for the

pit to empty.

Rice was usually moved from the pit to the

bucket elevator by belt or screw conveyor or by

gravity. A belt or screw conveyor was used to

move rice to the bucket elevator if no emptying

gate was located in the center of the pit. With
either type of conveyor, the handling capacity

must be correlated with the receiving leg and gal-

lery conveyor. The chief advantage of having the

gate in the center of the pit was that a dryer

could receive larger quantities of rice in a wider,

longer, and shallower pit.

The slope of the pit bottom usually ranged from

45 to 60 degrees. These slopes generally were ade-

quate even with trashy or high-moisture rice.

The slope should extend to the pit gate so rice need

not be manually pushed out at the bottom of the

pit.

The size of the pit opening and the construction

of the grill for dumping rice into the pit partially

determined the amount of sweeping necessary.

A pit opening 10 feet wide by 8 feet long was large

enough to prevent rice from spilling onto the edge

of the pit. Angle iron with the point of the V
up (A) has no place for rice to lodge, requires

no sweeping, and is superior to pipe or train rails

for grills. Some pits also had boards at the sides,

such as shown in figure 18, to prevent rice spilling

over onto the pit edge.
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Figure 18.—Boards at sides of pit opening prevent spill-

over of rice and reduce need for sweeping around pit.

SAMPLING METHODS AND
EQUIPMENT

Sampling consisted of obtaining a small quan-

tity of rice from each load and determining its

moisture content. The rice industry used two
methods of obtaining the sample.

The most common way was to catch a small

container full of rice as it flowed from the truck

bed. This method of sampling is known by the

industry as "cutting the stream."

The other method of obtaining a sample was

to probe with a trier at several locations in the

truck bed. This method required the person do-

ing the sampling to board the truck. It was much
more time-consuming than cutting the stream,

but more nearly representative samples were

obtained.

The type of moisture testers most commonly
used at rice dryers for rapid moisture determina-

tions was the nonweighing type (fig. 19).

LABOR AND EQUIPMENT
REQUIREMENTS

Table 1 shows the labor and elasped time re-

quired to perform the four receiving operations

—

setup, unload, sample, and weigh—using the four

different methods of receiving studied.

The setup operation required the most labor

and elapsed time of the four operations (table 7,

Appendix). Gallery screw conveyors with gates

BN-14188-X

Figure 19.—This moisture meter requires no specific vol-

ume by weight of sample to measure moisture content.

set manually were commonly used. Therefore,

this method was used in table 1 in computing labor

costs for the setup operation although it required

more time than either of the remote-control

methods (table 8, Appendix)

.

In the unloading operation the dryer operator

had to supply the least labor when a self-dump

truck was used, because the truck was unloaded

by the driver, who was not a dryer employee

(table 9, Appendix). However, self-dump trucks

were not commonly used for hauling rice. The

hook hoisting method appeared to be a practical

way to unload from trucks; it was quicker than

the cradle or hydraulic hoists, and equipment costs

were less.

Weighing with a particular type of scale re-

quired the same productive time regardless of the

dumping method used. For example, an average

of 1.34 man-minutes was required with the auto-

matic balancing scale with view plate to weigh

a truck before and after dumping whether the

rice was emptied from a self-dump truck or by

some slower method. See table 11 in Appendix

for productive times required for weighing.
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Table 1.

—

Productive and unproductive labor and elapsed time required for a 3-man crew to receive a
truckload {1^000 pounds) of rice by four methods observed in dryers

Labor required for receiving rice by

Time item
Self-dumping

method
Hook hoisting

method
Cradle hoisting

method
Hydraulic
hoisting
method

Productive:

Setup 1

Man-minutes
3.45

. 68

. 75

1. 34

Man-minutes
4. 25

1. 56

. 75

1. 34

Man-minutes
3.90

2. 21

.75

1. 34

Man-minutes
3. 85

Unload truck 2 2. 85

Sample (cut stream) . 75

Weigh loaded and empty truck 3 1. 34

Total productive labor 6. 22

9. 01

7.90

7. 33

8. 20

7. 03

8. 79

Unproductive: Combined wait time of crew__ 6. 44

Total labor _ _ - ______ 15. 23

Minutes

7.00

15. 23

Minutes

7. 00

15. 23

Minutes

7. 00

15. 23

Elapsed time *____ ____ ___
Minutes

7. 00

1 Includes 1.23 minutes of productive labor for gallery-

man.
2 Truck equipped with lever latch tailgate (table 10,

Appendix).
3 Automatic balancing scale with view plate.

4 Elapsed time is the same for all four methods because

crew had to wait for pit to empty. This occurred at all

dryers studied because of inadequate capacity of the re-

ceiving leg and other conveying equipment.

As in the weighing operation, the productive

time required for sampling was not directly af-

fected by the method of dumping the rice. Sam-
pling by the cut-stream method required an aver-

age of 0.75 man-minute for each of the four

receiving methods. Table 12, Appendix, gives

the productive time required for the two methods

of sampling.

The same amount of total elapsed time, 7 min-

utes, was required to receive rice by each of the

four methods studied (table 1). The reason for

this uniformity was that the capacity of the re-

ceiving leg and the attendant handling equipment

used to remove rice from the pit controlled the

elapsed time required to receive the rice.

A receiving leg (bucket elevator) about 11

inches by 7 inches was used in developing the

information presented in table 1. Also, two screw

conveyors, 12 inches in diameter, running at 165

r.p.m. were used, one to feed the leg and the other

to feed the gallery conveyor.

Because the capacity of the elevators was inade-

quate or because they were not being operated at

their rated capacity, little time could be saved

during the receiving cycle. For example, the time

required to raise and lower trucks with the cradle

hoisting method was 1.53 minutes and with the

hook hoisting method, 0.88 minute, a difference

of 0.65 of a minute. This time could not be uti-

lized, because the crew would only have to wait

longer for the pit to empty.

The cradle hoisting method of receiving was

more commonly used than the other three methods

studied (table 1). The sequence of crew activities

for this method is shown in figure 20. It was as-

sumed that a lever latch endgate was used in the

trucks, an automatic balancing scale with view

plate for weighing, and gallery screw conveyors

with gates set manually for directing the rice to

bins. The scaleman and pitman spent their full

time in receiving rice, but the galleryman helped

only in setting the gallery conveyor spouts and

gates.

The dark shaded areas in figure 20 represent

unproductive or waiting time for the scaleman

and pitman. Most of this wait time (about 40

percent of the total elapsed time) was spent wait-

ing for the pit to empty. The galleryman had no
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OPERATIONS AND TIMES REQUIRED IN OBSERVED CRADLE
RECEIVING RICE

14,000- POUND TRUCKLOAD

HOISTING METHOD OF

UWUTIS JMJNUIL^ MINLITF5 M'NijIU

0.10 DRIVE TRUCK OVER PIT ANO STOP 0.20 WALT ^^M SWEEP AROUND PIT 12

GALLERYMAN ASSISTS
DRYER FOREMAN

0.20 WAIT o.oeB

0.3O '

POSITION TRUCK 0.17
OPERATE MOIST CONTROL
BUTTON FOR POSITION 0.17 DIRECT TRUCK ORIVER 0.17

ISIS10-50 '

CLEAR SCALE 007
WEIGH LOADEO TRUCK 0.14 WAIT

WALK TO WINDOW
ANO GIVE INFORMATION

0.16
o.eo '

WRITE TICKET ON LOAD 048

CHOCK WHEELS ^MO
0.70

WAIT 3 64

WAIT FOR PIT TO EMPTY

o.eo

0,»0 "

1.00 "

1. 10 "

WAIT FOR PIT TO EMPTY

1.20

1.50

1.40 "

1.90
-

i eo

1.70 '

i.eo "

1.90 "

zoo

2.10 "

2.20 "

£50 "

2.40 "

2.80 "

2.60 "

2.70 "

2.80 "

2.90 -

5.00 ~

5.10 ~

5.20 "

5.40 "

5.50 "

5 60 ~

CALL AND INSTRUCT GALLERYMAN 0.23

CLOSE PIT GATE 0.07

RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS FROM SCALEMAN 0.235.70 "
OPEN TAILGATE 012

5.60
-

RAISE TRUCK 0.78

COLLECT SAMPLE n.t»

SET GALLERY CONVEYOR SPOUTS 0.92

TRANSPORT SAMPLE 0.12

4.10*" RETURN WITH EMPTY SAMPLE CAN 0.12

0.23

4.20
~

WAIT

450
~

4.40
~

4.50
"

REPORT GATES SET

4.70 "

TEST SAMPLE ANO RECORO THE
MOISTURE CONTENT 0.46

CLEAN TRUCK BED

ASSIST DRYING FOREMAN

4 80
"

4.90
~

OPEN PIT GATE

0-10

5.00- WAIT

5.10
-

LOWER TRUCK 0.75

REPLACE FLAP

5.20
~

5.30-
CLOSE TAILGATE 0.14

SWEEP AROUND PIT 1.46

3.40"

5.50-

5.60"

5.70-

5.80-

3.90
-

6.00"

6.I0
-

WEIGH EMPTY TRUCK 0.14

WRITE TICKET ON EMPTY
TRUCK 0-326.20

~

6J0 - RECEIVE TICKET 0>06 TICKET TO DRIVER

640"

BOARD TRUCK AND START ENGINE 0.55

WRITE TICKET ON
NEXT TRUCK 0-206.30~~

6.60-

..„

6.70~

680~ REMOVE CHOCK 0.07

6.90
-

SWEEP AROUND PIT 0.20DRIVE AWAY 0.15
7.00-

1

PRODUCTIVE TIME (MAN-MINUTES)
UNPRODUCTIVE TIME ( MAN-MINUTES)
ELAPSED TIME IMINUTES)

1.36 (

5.64
7.00 (

NOT CHARGED TO DRYING FIRM)
NOT CHARGED TO DRYING FIRM)
NOT CHARGED TO DRYING FIRM >

573
5.27
7.00

3.23
5.77 J/ ALL OTHER TIME CHARGED
7.00 70 ORYING

613385 0—61-
FlGUKE 20
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wait time because he helped the dryer foreman

when not setting conveyor gates. No wait lime

is shown for the driver because he was not an

employee of the drying firm.

LABOR AND EQUIPMENT COSTS

Table 2 shows the labor and equipment cost for

receiving a truckload of rice by each of the four

methods studied. The self-dumping method was

most economical, because the truck carried its own
hoisting equipment and there was no cost to the

dryer.

Dumping by hydraulic hoist cost the most of the

four methods. However, this method can be used

to unload semitrailers as well as farm trucks if

the pit is large enough.

Estimated ownership and operating costs for

equipment used in receiving 2,000 truckloads of

rice per year are given in table 13, Appendix.

Table 2.

—

Labor and equipment requirements and costs for receiving a truckload (14,000 pounds) of
rice by four methods observed in dryers

Method

Self-dumping

Hook hoisting

Cradle hoisting

Hydraulic hoisting

Requirements

Labor

Man-minutes
15. 23

15. 23

15. 23

15. 23

Equip-
ment 1

Machine-
minutes 2

36. 93

38. 43

38. 93

39. 93

Costs

Labor

Dollars

0. 34

. 34

.34

.34

Equip-
ment

Dollars

1. 42

1. 51

1. 53

1. 98

Total

Dollars

1. 76

1. 85

1. 87

2. 32

1 See table 13 for equipment used.
2 Machine time of power machinery is based on operation time. All other time is based on elapsed time for complete

cycle.

IMPROVED METHODS AND EQUIPMENT
Both the farmer and the dryer operator benefit

from a faster receiving rate. For the farmer it

means that trucks hauling for him spend from

25 to 55 percent less time at the dryer unloading

or waiting to unload. At the peak of the harvest

season, this may amount to considerable saving.

Also, he can obtain a more favorable ratio between

number of trucks hauling and number of com-

bines in the field. Combines have a small stor-

age bin and must be unloaded frequently. Gener-

ally, field conditions prevent trucks from going to

the combine, so transfer carriers (doodle bugs)

are used to transport, rice from combines to road

trucks near the field. If trucks cannot return to

the field quickly enough to keep the doodle bugs

unloaded, the combine must wait. Faster receiv-

ing at the dryer means rice can be harvested faster

with less worry about losses from inclement

weather.

The dryer operator is faced with a different

problem, that of handling green rice in excess of

the daily drying capacity. Fortunately, aeration

is rather widely used in the rice industry. Tests

conducted by the Texas Agricultural Experiment

Station have shown that with adequate aeration

(0.4 cubic foot of air per minute per barrel) green

rice can be held for several days without drying.2

Aeration permits the operator to receive addi-

tional rice and allows him to put the drying oper-

ation on a scheduled basis.

Speeding up the receiving rate allows a dryer

operator to receive rice with a minimum of waste

time. Trucks do not have to wait so long in line

to unload. The success of the drying plant de-

pends upon the receiving rate, and one extra load

of rice per day can increase the profit for the

2 Sorenson, J. W., Jr., and Crane, L. E. Drying Rough
Rice in Storage. Texas Agr. Expt. Sta., B-952, 1960.
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dryer. Also, fast, efficient service during the har-

vest season when it is most needed creates cus-

tomer goodwill.

EQUIPMENT
To increase the rate of receiving rice at com-

mercial dryers, it is generally necessary to in-

crease and correlate the capacity of equipment
used to move the rice from the truck into the dry-

ing plant. In many of the dryers studied the

equipment was adequate in size, but was not be-

ing operated at its recommended capacity. The
inability of bucket elevators and other handling

equipment to handle their rated capacity may be

traced to inadequate maintenance or to lack of

knowledge of their capacities by the operator.

The conveying equipment should be able to move a

truckload of rice from the pit in not more than

the elapsed time required for the longest opera-

tion in the receiving cycle. For example, in the

studies, the setup operation required more elapsed

time than any of the other three operations (table

1 and table 7, Appendix). No advantage would
be gained by moving the rice from the pit faster

unless the setup operation was speeded up. Also,

each piece of equipment used to move the rice

from the truck must be equal in capacity to that

of other pieces of equipment used in the same
operation.

To insure that all handling equipment is largo

enough and operating properly, an operator

should (1) check the manufacturers' specifica-

tions on belt speed, cup spacing, horsepower re-

quirements, and size of boot and head pulley and
make any changes necessary to meet those speci-

fications; (2) keep the belt properly adjusted and
the head pulley lagged to insure against slipping

;

(3) replace worn discharge baffles on the throat

of the down leg; and (4) install an ammeter in

the motor circuit of the leg so that he will know
what volume is being moved.

According to manufacturers' specifications, an
11- by 7-inch leg should handle approximately

1,100 barrels of rice per hour. This rate is 33

percent more than the average rate observed at the

dryers where studies were made. Taking the

above precautions and allowing for all differences

in belt speed, type of cup, cup efficiency, and pul-

ley size, the operator should be able to increase

the average handling rate by at least 15 percent.

This increased rate would decrease the elapsed

time for receiving a truck by approximately a

minute, which would allow a dryer to receive an

additional 12 trucks (1,056 barrels) of rice per 10-

hour day. Equally important, the line of trucks

waiting to be unloaded would be shortened.

A 14- by 7-inch elevator, operating at its rated

capacity, should be adequate for the hook hoisting,

cradle hoisting, and hydraulic hoisting methods of

receiving. But a 15- by 7-inch elevator and a

16-inch-diameter screw conveyor, or their equiva-

lent, would be required to eliminate unnecessary

wait time of any crew member in the self-dumping

method. Further increases in receiving rates

would require a reduction in the time used to

setup, unload, or weigh. The setup time could be

shortened by using a faster method of positioning

bin gates and spouts or by eliminating or mini-

mizing sweeping around the pit.

Figure 21 shows the crew activities and labor

required in receiving rice by the cradle hoisting

method with conveying equipment larger than

that observed or existing equipment operating at

increased capacity. By sufficiently increasing the

conveying capacity, the operator can eliminate

the 2.57 minutes that the scaleman waited for the

pit to empty and 2.57 minutes of the total wait

time of the pitman and of the truck and driver.

These reductions would shorten the elapsed time

from 7 minutes to 4.43 minutes and speed up the

receiving rate by 58 percent with no increase in

labor.

Similar reductions in elapsed time can be made
in the other three methods of receiving. For ex-

ample, by increasing the conveying capacity, the

elapsed time can be reduced to about 3 minutes

for the self-dumping method (fig. 22), 3.7 min-

utes for the hook hoisting method (fig. 23), and

about 5 minutes for the hydraulic hoisting method

(fig. 24). Thus, with the improved methods the

receiving rate could be increased 134 percent for

the self-dumping, 89 percent for the hook hoist-

ing, and 38 percent for the hydraulic hoisting

methods with the same labor requirements as the

observed methods.

Table 3 summarizes and compares the labor

and elapsed time needed to receive rice by four

methods using conveying equipment with suffi-

cient capacity to eliminate unnecessary waiting

time for the pit to empty.
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OPERATIONS AND TIMES REQUIRED IN IMPROVED CRADLE HOISTING METHOD OF

RECEIVING RICE

14,000-POUND TRUCKLOAD

DRIVER SCALEMAN PITMAN GALLERYMAN
MINUTES (minutes MINUTES MINUTES

o.io

DRIVE OVER PIT AND STOf 0.20 WAIT ^^3
SWEEP AROUND PIT 0.09

lolnl

ASSIST DRYER
FOREMAN

0.20 " WAIT

0.30 " POSITION TRUCK 0.17 OPERATE HOIST CONTROL
FOR POSITION TRUCK 0.17 DIRECT TRUCK DRIVER 0.17

0.10

0.50
_

CLEAR SCALE 0.07
WEIGH LOADED TRUCK 0.14 WAIT

WALK TO WINDOW AND
GIVE INFORMATION

0. 16
O.W

WRITE TICKET FOR
LOADED TRUCK 0.48

CHOCK WHEELS

0.70

WAIT 3.07

CLOSE PIT GATE 0.07

0.80 " OPEN TAILGATE 0-12

0.90 " REMOVE FLAP 0.07

1.00 "

WAIT1. 10 " CALL AND INSTRUCT
GALLERYMAN 0.23

RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS

FROM SCALEMAN 0.231.20
_

1.30 "

RAISE TRUCK 0.78

COLLECT SAMPLE 0.05

SET GALLERY

CONVEYOR SPOUTS 0.92

1.40 "
TRANSPORT SAMPLE 0.12

1.50 "
RETURN WITH EMPTY

CONTAINER 0.12

0.25

1,60

WAIT

1.70 "

1.80 "

1.90 "

2.00 "

CLEAN TRUCK BED
2,10 "

TEST SAMPLES AND
RECORD MOISTURE
CONTENT AND RECEIVE
REPORT GATES ARE
SET

0.46

2.20 " REPORT GATES SET 0.08

2.30 " OPEN PIT GATE 0.07

ASSIST DRYER

FOREMAN

2.40 " WAIT |0J4J
2.50 "

LOWER TRUCK 0.75

REPLACE FLAP 0.10

2.60 "
CLOSE TAILGATE 0.14

2.70
-

SWEEP AROUND PIT 1.54

2.80

2 90 ~

3.00 "

3,10
_

3.20

3.30 " WEIGH EMPTY TRUCK 0.14

3.40 ~

WRITE TICKET FOR
EMPTY TRUCK

0.32
3.50 "

3.60 ~

3,70 '
RECEIVE TICKET 0.06 TICKET TO DRIVER 0.06

3.80

BOARD TRUCK AND
START ENGINE 0.55

WRITE TICKET FOR
NEXT LOADED TRUCK

0.20

|O50B

390 "

4.00 "

WAIT

4. 10

4.20 "

4.30 ~ REMOVE CHOCK 07

4 40 " DRIVE AWAY 0,15 SWEEP AROUND PIT 0.15

4 50 "

PRODUCTIVE TIME IMAN-MINUTES)
UNPRODUCTIVE TIME (MAN-MINUTES)
ELAPSED TIME (MINUTES)

1,36 (NOT CHARGED TO DRYING FIRM) 3.73
3,07 (NOT CHAROED TO ORYINO FIRM) 70
4.43 (NOT CHAROED TO DRYING FIRM) 4 43

3.23 1/ 1,23

1.20
4.43 \j ALL OTHER TIME CHARGED TO

ORYING

FlGTJBE 21
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OPERATIONS AND TIMES REQUIRED IN IMPROVED SELF-DUMPING METHOD OF

RECEIVING RICE

14,000-POUND TRUCKLOAD
ORIVER SCALEMAN PIT MAN GALLERYMAN

o.io

0.20

DRIVE OVER PIT

AND STOP

0.30 WAIT

0.40

0.50

WALK TO WINDOW
AND GIVE

INFORMATION

0.60

0.70 WAIT

0.80

0.90
BOARD TRUCK AND
PREPARE TO HOIST

.00

10 WAIT

20

.30

.40
RAISE TRUCK

.50

.60

.70 WAIT

80

.90
LOWER TRUCK

2.00

2.10 WAIT

2.20

2 30.

WALK TO
WINDOW

2 40 WAIT

2 .50
RECEIVE TICKET

2.60

2.70

2.80

BOARD TRUCK
AND

START ENGINE

2.90
DRIVE AWAY

3.00

MINUTES

0.18
WAIT

0.14
WEIGH LOADED

TRUCK

0.23

WRITE TICKET
FOR LOADED

TRUCK
0.25

0.13 CALL AND
INSTRUCT

GALLERYMAN

0.28

WAIT

0.39

0.22
TEST SAMPLES AND
RECORD MOISTURE

0.17

WAIT

16
WEIGH EMPTY

TRUCK

0. 14

0.18

WRITE TICKET

FOR EMPTY TRUCK

0.06 TICKET TO DRIVER

0.30

WRITE TICKET
ON NEXT

LOADED TRUCK

WAIT
0.15

SWEEP AROUND PIT

DIRECT
TRUCKDRIVER

0.48

0.23

SWEEP AROUND
PIT

CLOSE PIT GATE

MINUTES

0.09

0.09

ASSIST DRYING
FOREMAN

0.84

RECEIVE
INSTRUCTIONS
FROM SCALEMAN

WAIT

REMOVE FLAP

COLLECT SAMPLE

TRANSPORT SAMPLE

0.46

RETURN WITH

EMPTY CONTAINER

CLEAN TRUCK
BED

REPLACE FLAP

0^07

0.07

0.05

0.12

0.12

0.25

0.10

SET GALLERY
CONVEYOR GATES

0.32

0.06

0.20

WAIT

OPEN PIT GATE

SWEEP AROUND
PIT

n

|^4j
0.07

REPORT GATES SET

0.85

ASSIST DRYER
FOREMAN

MINUTES

0.23

0.92

0.08

PRODUCTIVE TIME (MAN-MINUTES) I .75 \J
UNPRODUCTIVE TIME(MAN-MINUTES) I .23 J/
ELAPSED TIME (MINUTES) 2.98 \J

\J NOT CHARGED TO DRYING FIRM

2.03 2.72
.95 .26

2.98 2.98

2/*ALL OTHER TIME CHARGED TO DRYING

2/ 1.23

FlGTTEE 22
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OPERATIONS AND TIMES REQUIRED IN IMPROVED HOOK HOISTING METHOD OF
RECEIVING RICE

14,000-POUND TRUCKLOAD
DRIVER SCALEMAN PI "MAN GALLERYMAN

VtNUTES

O.IO

20

DRIVE OVER PIT

AND STOP

0.30
CLEAR SCALE

0.40
WAIT

0.50

0.60

SET HOOK
ON TRUCK BED

0.70

IMINUTES

SWEEP AROUND PIT

0,18 WAIT DIRECT DRIVER

0.07

0. 14 WEIGH LOADED TRUCf

019
SET HOOK
WITH HOIST

WALK TO WINDOW
AND GIVE INFORMATION

0.16

0,80

0,90

1.00

1,10

1.20

I 1 30

1.40

1.50

1,60

1.70

1.80
WAIT

1.90

2.00

2. 10

2,20

2.30

2,40

2.50

2.60

270 REMOVE HOOK AND
PLACE ON WALL

2.80 WALK TO WINDOW

2,90

3.00
WAIT

3. 10

3,20
RECEIVE TICKET

3.30

3,40

3,50

BOARD TRUCK AND
START ENGINE

3.60
DRIVE AWAY

3.70

WRITE TICKET ON
LOADED TRUCK

CALL AND INSTRUCT

GALLERYMAN

RAISE TRUCK

1,89

TEST SAMPLE RECORC
MOISTURE CONTENT
AND RECEIVE REPORT
GATES ARE SET

LOWER TRUCK

0.10

0,07

OPERATE HOIST
TO REMOVE HOOKS

WEIGH EMPTY TRUCK 0.14

0.39

WRITE TICKET FOR
EMPTY TRUCK

0.06 TICKET TO DRIVER

WRITE TICKET FOR
LOADED TRUCK

0.14

0.19

0.48

0.23

0.45

0.46

0.43

"o~Rr

0.32

PJB6

0.20

CHOCK WHEELS 0.10

WALK TO AND SET
HOOK ON TRUCK
BED

SWEEP AROUND PIT

CLOSE PIT GATE

OPEN TAILGATE

REMOVE FLAP
COLLECT SAMPLE

TRANSPORT SAMPLE 0. 12

RETURN WITH EMPTY
CONTAINER

CLEAN TRUCK BED

SWEEP AROUND PIT

OPEN PIT GATE

REPLACE FLAP

CLOSE TAILGATE

REMOVE HOOK AND
PLACE ON WALL

WAIT

REMOVE CHOCK

0.30

WAIT

0.15

PRODUCTIVE TIME (MAN-MINUTES) 1.28 \j

UNPRODUCTIVE TIME (MAN-MINUTES) 2.42 \J
ELAPSED TIME (MINUTES) 3.70 J/

\J NOT CHARGED TO DRYING FIRM

3.20
50

3.70

SWEEP AROUND PIT

MINUTES

0.1 I

0.07

0.30 ASSIST DRYER
FOREMAN

0.55

0,07
RECEIVE INSTRUCTION

FROM SCALEMAN

0.12

0.07

0.05

0.12

0.25

SET GALLERY
CONVEYOR SPOUTS

0.36

REPORT GATES SET

0.07

0.10

0.14

0.13

O.I4|

0.07

0.76

ASSIST DRYER
FOREMAN

0.23

0.92

0.08

3.56
.14

3.70

2/ 1,23

2/ ALL OTHER TIME CHARGED
TO DRYING

Figure 23
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OPERATIONS AND TIMES REQUIRED IN IMPROVED HYDRAULIC HOISTING METHOD

OF RECEIVING RICE

14,000-POUND TRUCKLOAD
GALLERYMAN

DRIVE OVER PIT AND STOP

POSITION TRUCK

CLEAR SCALE

WALK TO WINDOW AND
GIVE INFORMATION

LIS

2 90

MO

_3_TO.

3i80

3,90

4.00

4.10

4.20

4.40
RECEIVE TICKET

BOARD TRUCK AND START

ENGINE

4-9

3-00 DRIVE AWAY

8,'g

TURN ON HOIST MOTOR

RAISE BACKSTOP

WEIGH LOADED TRUCK

CALL AND INSTRUCT
GALLERYMAN

WRITE TICKET FOR
LOADED TRUCK

RAISE TRUCK

TEST AND RECORD
MOISTURE CONTENT

LOWER TRUCK

WEIGH EMPTY TRUCK

WRITE TICKET FOR EMPTY
TRUCK

TICKET TO DRIVER

WRITE TICKET FOR NEXT
LOADED TRUCK 0.20

CLOSE PIT GATE

OPEN TAILGATE

REMOVE FLAP

COLLECT SAMPLE

RETURN WITH EMPTY CAN

WAIT

CLEAN TRUCK BED

TURN OFF HOIST MOTOR

SWEEP AROUND PIT

996

1:

REPLACE FLAP

CLOSE TAILGATE

SWEEP AROUND PIT

WALK TO POSITION
AND LOWER BACKSTOP

TRANSPORT SAMPLE 0.12

0.05

0.12

IoTbI

OPEN PIT GATE 0.07

ASSIST DRYING FOREMAN

RECEIVE INSTRUCTIONS
FROM SCALEMAN

SET GALLERY CONVEYOR
SPOUTS

REPORT GATES SET

ASSIST DRYING FOREMAN

PRODUCTIVE TIME (MAN-MINUTES)
UNPRODUCTIVE TIME (MAN MINUTES)
ELAPSED TIME (MINUTES)

1,34 (NOT CHARGED TO DRYING FIRM) 4,20
171 (NOT CHARGED TO DRYING FIRM) » 85
5. 05 (NOT CHARGED TO DRYING FIRM) 9.05'

3.44 y 1.23

1.61 1/ ALL OTHER TIME CHARGED
5.05 TO DRYING

Figure 24
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Table 3.

—

Productive and unproductive labor and elapsed time required for a 3-man crew to receive a
truckload (14,000 pounds) of rice by four improved methods 1

Time item

Labor required for receiving rice by

—

Self-dumping
method

Hook hoisting
method

Cradle hoisting
method

Hydraulic
hoisting
method

Productive:

Setup 2

Unload truck

Sample (cut stream)

Weigh loaded and empty truck 3

Total productive time

Unproductive: Combined wait time of crew

Total labor

Elapsed time

Man-minutes
3. 45

. 68

.75

1. 34

Man-minutes
4. 25

1. 56

. 75

1. 34

Man-minutes
3. 90

2. 21

. 75

1. 34

Man-minutes
3. 85

2. 85

. 75

1. 34

6. 22

.97

7. 90

. 75

8. 20

1. 89

8. 79

2. 54

7. 19

Minutes

2.98

8. 65

Minutes

3. 71

10. 09

Minutes

4.43

11. 33

Minutes

5. 05

1 Conveying equipment has sufficient capacity to reduce to a minimum any unnecessary time waiting for pit to empty.
2 Includes 1.23 minutes of productive labor by galleryman.
3 Automatic balancing scale with view plate.

A good maintenance program for all equipment

is essential for trouble-free operation. Responsi-

bility for maintaining the schedule should be as-

signed to the foreman of drying operations, who
uses the equipment frequently and usually is

aware of its operating condition. He in turn can

assign individual responsibilities for specific main-

tenance. The gallery crew, for example, might be

assigned all equipment there. Maintenance in-

cludes such items as (1) keeping motors and

equipment properly oiled; (2) inspecting belt id-

lers or bearings in screw conveyors; (3) inspect-

ing bucket elevator belts, cups, and cup bolts; (4)

keeping equipment free from accumulated dust;

and (5) replacing and repairing worn parts.

Much of this maintenance can be done during

slack periods when trucks are not arriving or

equipment is not in use. A dryer with a good
maintenance program not only operates better,

but gives the appearance of efficient management.

LABOR AND EQUIPMENT COSTS

Table 4 shows the comparative labor and equip-

ment costs based on the use of a 14- by 7-inch

receiving leg and 16-inch diameter screw conveyors

at the pit and gallery. Although the equipment

costs are slightly higher for this type of installa-

tion than for installations observed in this study,

the marked increase in receiving rate reduces labor

requirements sufficiently to reduce the receiving

costs. The receiving cost per truck is reduced by

4 cents for the hydraulic hoist, 6 cents for the

cradle hoist, 8 cents for the hook hoist, and 12

cents for the self-dump truck. The equipment

used in computing costs is listed in table 13,

Appendix.

PROPOSED LAYOUT

A proposed layout for receiving rice is shown in

figure 25. A good layout should provide for a

smooth flow of trucks, eliminate unnecessary walk-

ing, and provide easy access to all instruments and

equipment. For example, in the layout shown

the traffic flow places the driver's side of the truck

next to the scale house window and the driver need

not walk around the truck to see the scaleman.

The equipment used in weighing is placed for

easy operation by the scaleman, and yet the scale-

man can see when the truck clears the scale.
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Table 4.

—

Labor and equipment requirements and costs for receiving a truckload {HfiOO pounds) of
rice by four improved methods

Requirements Costs

Method
Labor Equip-

ment '

Labor Equip-
ment

Total

Self-dumping. . _ __

Man-minutes
7. 19

8. 65

10. 09

11. 33

Machine-
minutes 2

16. 83

21. 98

26. 08

30. 18

Dollars

0. 16

. 19

. 22

. 25

Dollars

1. 48

1. 58

1. 59

2. 03

Dollars

1. 64

Hook hoisting.

Cradle hoisting _____ ________

1. 77

1. 81

Hydraulic hoisting __ ... 2. 28

1 See table 13 for list of equipment.
2 Machine time of power machineries is based on operation time. All other time is based on elapsed time for a complete

cycle.

The pit and scale should be no farther apart

than the thickness of the pit wall. With the pit

and scale close together, the positioning time of

the truck is reduced. Most platform scales do not

require a truck to be centered for accurate weigh-

ing. Scale platforms 50 feet long were adequate

for weighing all carriers, including semitrailers,

being received during the studies. Pit should be

large enough to hold the largest load expected.

With a well-planned facility an operator can

increase his receiving rate 38 to 134 percent and

reduce the cost per truck as much as 12 cents and

labor as much as 50 percent over methods observed

in dryers.

1r

Figure 25.—Receiving layout showing flow of trucks in relation to scale. Weighing equipment is placed where scale-

man can easily reach it without moving from the stool.
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PROPOSED TAILGATE DESIGN

The design for a tailgate shown in figure 26 has

a small opening built into a lever latch gate.

Figure 26.—Design of proposed tailgate to serve dual-pur-

pose needs of truekowner.

CLEANING TRUCK BEDS
The type of tailgate affected the time required

to clean the truck bed during the unloading oper-

ation. A tailgate that will not restrict the flow

of rice must be at least 10 inches high and extend

across the entire width of the truck bed.

Rice flowed easily from either metal or wood
beds if they were dry. Cleaning time increased

when truck beds were damp and when rice was

trashy or excessively high in moisture. When
dampness occurs a metal floor offers less resistance

to the flow of rice and requires less time for un-

loading than a wooden floor.

A limited study was made on one improvement

for cleaning truck beds. Compressed air blown

through a small lightweight pipe was used to dis-

lodge rice from the front and corners of the truck

bed (fig. 27). This arrangement made it possible

to clean the truck bed without anyone's climbing

into the truck to sweep out the rice.

BN-14189-X

Figure 27.—Compressed air blown through a lightweight

pipe will dislodge rice from front and corners of the

truck bed. With this equipment the worker need not

climb into the truck bed to clean it.

APPENDIX
DEFINITION OF TERMS

Productive time or productive labor.—The
amount of actual work time necessary to perform

an operation or group of operations. Productive

time is based on the data shown in table 6.

Unproductive time.—Time spent waiting; dur-

ing this time no activity is applied to the job being

performed.

Fatigue allowance.—An allowance to compen-

sate for physical and mental stresses that reduce

or impair the normal will and capability to work.

Personal allowance.—An allowance to com-

pensate for the time required for personal needs

of the employee.

Bucket elevator.—A conveyor consisting of an

endless belt, chain or chains, or other linkage to

which buckets are attached for carrying mate-

rials; it operates in a vertical or inclined path.

It is also called a "leg"; this term may be com-

bined with another to designate a specific use,

such as "receiving leg."
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Screw conveyor.—Also called an auger. It is

used to carry bulk material along a trough or other

defined path.

Belt tripper.—A device or mechanism that

causes the conveyor belt to pass around pulleys to

discharge its load.

Nonweighing moisture tester.—A moisture

tester that does not require a specific volume by
weight of a material in order to measure its mois-

ture content.

Doodle bug or rice buggy.—A self-unloading

trailer or cart used to transport rice from the

combine to the trucks.

Scaleman.—The person who weighs the rice

and assigns storage space for it as it is received

at the dryer.

Pitman.—The person assigned to jobs per-

formed in and around the pit where rice is

dumped.

Galleryman.—The person who sets bin spouts

or gates in the gallery as directed by the scaleman.

PRODUCTIVE DATA
Productive time required for performing indi-

vidual actions in receiving rice and allowances

for fatigue and personal needs are given in tables

5 through 12.

Table 5.

—

Fatigue and personal allowances for op-
erations performed in receiving rice

Table 5.

—

Fatigue and personal allowances for op-
erations performed in receiving rice—Continued

Time item

Time item

Drive truck over pit and stop

Position truck on scale

Drive off scale

Driver walks to window and gives

information

Weigh loaded truck

Write loaded weight on scale ticket.

Raise backstop and direct driver

Fa- Per-
tigue sonal

Per- Per-
cent cent

5 5

5 5

10 5

10 5

10 5

10 5

5 5

Total

Per-
cent

10

10

15

15

15

15

1(1

Fa-
tigue

Direct truck driver

Close pit gate

Open tailgate

Remove flap

Collect sample

Carry sample to office

Return with empty container

Open pit gate

Turn on hoist motor
Raise truck

Test sample and record moisture

content

Clean truck bed

Sweep around edges of pit

Replace flap on tailgate

Close tailgate

Lower truck

Weigh empty truck

Write empty weight on scale ticket.

Give ticket to driver

Turn off hoist motor
Board truck and start motor
Drive truck away from pit or scale.

Lower backstop

Dismount from truck, walk to

window and give information

Board truck and prepare to raise

truck bed

Operate hoist control button

Chock wheels

Remove chocks

Set hook on truck bed

Walk to hook
Walk to window
Call and instruct galleryman

Receive instructions from scaleman .

Set gallery conveyor bin gates

Report gates set

Receive ticket

Set hooks with hoist button

Operate hoist control to remove
hooks

Remove hook and place on wall

Per-
cent

5

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

5

5

1(1

15

15

15

15

5

10

10

10

5

10

5

15

10

10

5

15

15

15

10

10

5

5

10

5

5

15

15

15

Per-
sonal

Per-
cent

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

Total

Per-
cent

10

20

20

•_'D

20

20

20

•JO

10

10

15

20

20

20

20

10

15

15

15

10

15

10

20

15

15

10

20

20

20

15

15

10

10

15

10

10

20

20

20
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Table 6.

—

Productive time required for individual operations performed in receiving rice

Time item

Set up:

Self-dump method:

Direct truck driver

Close pit gate

Open pit gate

Hook hoist:

Direct truck driver

Chock wheels

Walk to hook on wall

Set hook on truck bed

Set hook with hoist button

Close pit gate

Open pit gate

Operate hoist control to remove hooks

Remove hooks and place on wall

Remove chocks from wheels

Cradle hoist:

Direct truck driver

Chock wheels

Operate hoist control button

Close pit gate

Open pit gate

Remove chocks from wheels

Hydraulic platform hoist:

Direct truck driver and raise backstop

Turn on hoist motor

Close pit gate

Open pit gate

Turn off hoist motor
Lower backstop

Sweep around pit

Opening and closing truck tailgates:

Lever latch

:

Open tailgate

Remove flap

Replace flap

Close tailgate

Folding

:

Open tailgate

Remove flap

Lay tailgate aside

Pick up tailgate

Replace flap

Close tailgate

Peg latch (3 peg wedge)

:

Remove pegs and open tailgate

Remove flap

Replace flap

Close tailgate and replace pegs

Fatigue and Productive
Base time personal

allowances
time

ran-minutes Man-minutes Man-minutes
0.05 0.01 0.06

.06 . 01 .07

.06 .01 .07

.05 .01 .06

.08 . 02 . 10

. 04 . 01 .05

. 16 .03 . 19

. 16 .03 . 19

.06 .01 .07

.06 . 01 .07

.08 . 02 . 10

.08 . 02 . 10

.06 . 01 .07

. 15 . 02 . 17

.08 . 02 . 10

. 15 . 02 . 17

.06 .01 .07

. 06 .01 .07

.06 . 01 .07

. 15 . 02 . 17

.09 .01 . 10

.06 . 01 .07

. 06 . 01 .07

.09 .01 . 10

.07 .02 .09

1. 49 .30 1. 79

. 10 .02 . 12

.06 . 01 .07

. 08 .02 . 10

. 12 . 02 . 14

. 19 . 04 .23

.06 . 01 .07

.09 .02 . 11

. 10 . 02 . 12

. 08 .02 . 10

. 24 . 05 .29

.38 .08 .46

.06 . 01 .07

.08 .02 . 10

.29 .06 . 35
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Table 6.

—

Productive time required for individual operations performed in receiving rice—Continued

Time item

Dumping trucks:

Self-dump method:
Raise truck (By driver)

Clean rice out of bed
Lower truck (By driver)

Hook hoist method:
Raise truck bed

Clean rice out of truck bed
Lower truck bed

Hydraulic hoist platform method:
Raise truck

Clean rice out of truck bed

Lower truck

Cradle hoist method:
Raise truck

Clean rice out of truck bed
Lower truck

Weighing:

Automatic balancing platform scale with view plate:

Weigh loaded truck

Write loaded weight on scale ticket

Weigh empty truck

Write empty weight on scale ticket

Give scale ticket to driver

Automatic balancing platform scale with dial and print-o-matic attach
ment:

Set scale

Weigh loaded truck

Print weight on scale ticket

Write up scale ticket

Set scale

Weigh empty truck

Print weight of empty truck on ticket

Write up scale ticket

Give scale ticket to driver

Calibrated beam platform scale, manually balanced:

Weigh loaded truck

Print weight on scale ticket

Write up scale ticket on loaded truck

Weigh empty truck

Print ticket

Write scale ticket for empty truck

Give scale ticket to driver

Base time

Mat -minutes

0.36

. 21

. 15

. 41

. 21

. 39

1. 09

. 21

Fatigue and
personal

allowances

Man-minutes
0.03

. 04

. 02

. 04

. 04

. 04

. 11

. 04

.09

Productive
time

Man-minutes
0. 39

.25

. 17

. 45

.25

. 43

1.20

.25

.97

71 . 07 .78
21 . 04 .25

68 . 07 .75

12 .02 . 14

59 .09 .68
12 .02 . 14

28 .04 .32
05 . 01 .06

05 .01 .06

15 .02 . 17

04 .01 .05

55 .08 .63

05 .01 .06

15 .02 . 17

04 .02 .01

43 .06 .49

05 . 01 .06

31 .05 .36

08 .01 .09

78 . 12 .90

25 .04 .29

08 .01 .09

52 .08 . 60

05 .01 .06
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Table 6.

—

Productive time required for individual operations performed in receiving rice—Continued

Time item

Sampling:

Cutting the stream:

Collect sample in container

Carry sample to office

Test sample for moisture content and record moisture content

Return with empty container

Probe or trier:

Board truck (pick up ladder and probe)

Probe for three samples .

Dismount from truck

Place ladder and probe aside . .

Carry sample to office

Test sample for moisture content

Record moisture content

Setting bin gates in gallery:

Control gate by cable from scale house:

Walk to cable gate wheel (8 feet)

Close gate

Open gate

Walk to desk (8 feet)

Operate belt tripper electrically from scale house:

Walk to control (8 feet)

Operate control

Walk to desk (8 feet)

Galleryman sets gates manually:

Scaleman calls to gallery

Galleryman sets gates

Galleryman calls to scaleman

Galleryman sets belt tripper electrically:

Scaleman calls gallery

Set tripper, walk 125 feet

Galleryman calls scale house

Base time

Man- minutes

0. 04

. 10

. 40

. 10

. 41

. 50

. 18

.07

. 10

. 24

. 16

05

04

05

05

05

57

05

21

80

07

21

92

07

Fatigue and
personal

allowances

Man-minutes
0.01

.02

.06

.02

.08

. 10

.04

.01

.02

.04

.02

02

01

01

02

02

06

02

02

12

01

02

18

01

Productive
time

Man-minutes
0.05

. 12

. 46

. 12

.49

. 60

. 22

.08

. 12

.28

. 18

07

05

06

07

.07

.63

.07

. 23

.92

.08

. 23

L. 10

.08
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Table 7.—Productive time required to perform the setup operation for receiving a truckload (14,000
pounds) of rice by four methods

Time item '

Method of receiving

Self-

dumping
Hook

hoisting
Cradle
hoisting

Hydraulic
hoisting

Raise backstop and direct driver
Man-minutes

0.06

.07

.07

Man-minutes
0.06

.07

.07

Man-minutes
0. 17

.07

.07

Man-minutes

Close pit gate.
0. 17

Open pit gate.
. 07

Turn on hoist motor
. 07

. 10Sweep pit
1. 79 1. 79 1. 79

Turn off hoist motor
1. 79

. 10

.09
Lower backstop.

Operate hoist control button
. 17

. 10
Chock wheel

. 10

.05
2

. 19
3

. 10

.07
2

. 10
3

. 10
4

. 23
4

. 23

. 92

.08

Walk to hook
Set hook on truck bed-
Remove hook and place on wall

Remove chock
.07

Set hooks with hoist button
Operate hoist control to remove hooks
Call and instruct galleryman 4

. 23
4

. 23

.92

.08

4
. 23

4
. 23

. 92

.08

Receive instructions from scaleman
4

. 23

Set gallery conveyor bin gates
4

. 23

Report gates set..
. 92

. 08

Total
3. 45

Minutes

3.22

4. 25

Minutes

3.73

3.90

Minutes

3.67
Elapsed time _

3. 85

Minutes

3. 62

> Man-minutes shown only for time items required for 3 The elements indicated b footnote g gimuleach method of receiving. neously
2 The elements indicated by footnote 2 occur simulta- 4 The' elements indicated by footnote 4 occur simulta-

neously.
neously.
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Table

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

-Productive time required to position trippers on belt conveyors and set gates or spouts on
screw conveyors for receiving rice

Time item Productive
time

Time item Productive
time

Set control gate from scalehouse by cable:

Walk to front of gate wheel...

Close gate . ... _ _

Man-minutes
0.07

.05

.06

.07

Set control gate manually from gallery:

Scaleman calls to galleryman

Set gates 2

Man-minutes
0.23

. 92

Open gate . .

Walk 8 feet to desk

Galleryman calls to scaleman. . 08

Total 1 23

Total .25

Set electrically operated belt tripper in

gallery

:

Scaleman calls to galleryman ._

Set belt tripper by remote control from

scalehouse:

0.07

.63

.07

0. 23

Walk 8 feet to control Set tripper 2 1. 10

Operate control 1 -

Walk 8 feet to desk

Galleryman calls to scaleman . 08

Total 1. 41

Total .77

1 Tripper stops automatically when it reaches correct bin.

2 Includes walking a total distance of 125 feet.

Table 9.

—

Productive time required to unload a truckload (1^000 pounds) of rice by four methods

Method of receiving

Time item
Self-

dumping
Hook

hoisting
Cradle
hoisting

Hydraulic
hoisting

Open tailgate ' ... _

Man-minutes
0. 12

.07
2

. 39

. 25
2

. 17

. 10

. 14

Man-minutes
0. 12

.07

. 45

. 25

.43

. 10

. 14

Man-minutes
0. 12

.07

.78

.25

.75

. 10

. 14

Man-minutes
0. 12

Remove flap on tailgate . _ . ...
Raise truck _ _

.07

1.20

Clean truck bed ... . 25

Lower truck . .97

Replace flap on tailgate

Close tailgate _ _. .

. 10

. 14

Total 1. 24 1. 56 2. 21 2.85

1 See table 6 for productive time required.

2 These elements are performed by the truck driver and
only 0.56 man-minutes of the total time (1.24) are charged

to the drying firm.
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Table 10.

—

Productive time required to operate
three types of tailgates on trucks hauling rice
to dryer

27

Time item
Lever
latch

tailgate

Folding
tailgate

Peg
latch

tailgate

Open tailgate

Man-
minutes

0. 12

.07

Man-
minutes

0. 23

.07

. 11

. 12

. 10

.29

Man-
minutes

i o 46
Remove flap 07
Lay tailgate aside

Pick up tailgate ._

Replace flap . . 10

. 14

10
Close tailgate.. i 35

Total .43 .92 98

1 Time based on tailgate with three pegs.

Table 11.

—

Productive time required to weigh a,

truckload of rice and the empty truck and to

complete the scale ticket by type of scale used

Time item
Weigh
empty
truck

Weigh
loaded
truck

Automatic balancing scale with view-
plate:

Balance scale .

Man-
minutes

0. 14

. 32

. 06

Man-
minutes

14

Write scale ticket. 68
Give ticket to driver .

Total
. 52 82

Automatic balancing scale with dial:

Set scale.

.

. 06

. 17

. 05

. 49

. 06

06
Balance scale 1 __ 17
Print ticket . 05
Write scale ticket.. 63
Give ticket to driver

Total
. 83 91

Calibrated beam scale:

Balance scale

.

. 29

. 09

. 60

. 06

36
Print ticket. _ 09
Write scale ticket . 90
Give ticket to driver

Total 1. 04 1 35

1 Scaleman inserts ticket (0.05) while scale is balancing.
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Table 12.

—

Productive time required to obtain samples of rice from a loaded truck, by two methods

Time item Productive
time

Time item Productive
time

Sample by probe:

Board truck l

Man-minutes
0.49

.60

.22

.08

. 12

.28

. 18

Sample by cutting stream during dumping:

Walk for sample
Man-minutes

0. 12

Pull three probes - _ Collect sample . 05

Dismount from truck _ Carry sample 18 feet . 12

Lay ladder and probe aside 2 _

Carry sample 18 feet

Test sample 3
. _

Record moisture content and read

chart - -- -__-

Test sample 3
. 28

Record moisture content and read

charts . 18

Total..- _ - . 75

Total 1.97

1 Includes obtaining ladder and probe, and boarding truck bed.
2 Lean ladder against wall 4 feet from truck.
3 Using nonweighing moisture tester.

EQUIPMENT COSTS
Costs were determined for each type of equip-

ment used in the study so that different types of

equipment used for receiving rice could be

compared. These costs were determined on a per-

truck basis with an estimated 2,000 truckloads

being received annually.

With one major exception, all of the equipment

listed was used almost exclusively for receiving.

Occasionally, drying firms used their platform

scale for custom weighing or the moisture meter

for running moisture checks on rice for farmers.

The use of equipment for purposes other than re-

ceiving was small, however, so that the prorated

cost was not considered. The major exception was

the screw conveyor in the gallery, which was used

an estimated 70 percent of the time for other

handling operations; therefore, only 30 percent

of its ownership cost was prorated to receiving.

Table 13 lists the equipment generally used in

the industry in 1960 for receiving rice and the

larger bucket elevator and pit and gallery screw

conveyors required for some of the improved

methods of receiving described in this report.
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